Abstract: This paper presents the application of a two-stage HalfSweep Arithmetic Mean (HSAM) iterative method for computing the solution of Laplace's equation (also known as harmonic functions) in two-dimensional space to solve the path planning problem in indoor environment. Several path planning simulations in a known indoor environment were conducted to examine the effectiveness of the proposed method. It is shown that the designed path planning algorithm is capable of generating smooth paths from various start and goal positions. Also, numerical results show that the proposed HSAM method converges much faster than the existing iterative methods, thus it drastically improves the overall performance of the path planning algorithm.
Introduction
Path planning algorithm attempts to find a smooth and safe path from start point to a specified destination point. This paper describes the application of a mathematical model for solving path planning problem by utilizing the solutions of Laplace's equation (also known as harmonic functions) to generate a virtual floor gradient that can be used for automated vehicle navigation.
In [1] , it was demonstrated that harmonic functions very useful for unmanned vehicle navigation, since they offer complete search algorithm. Such complete algorithm guarantees a solution if it exists. In [2] , a global approach to path planning problem was developed by employing harmonic functions which does not suffer from local minima problem. Similar studies were conducted using the same global approach to solve various robot motion and vehicle navigation problems. In [3] , harmonic functions were obtained through finite elements method to solve robot motion problem. Pedersen and Fossen [4] developed the path planning of a machine vessel by utilizing harmonic functions through potential flow. In [5, 6] , harmonic functions were applied successfully for behaviour-based robot motion. Harmonic functions were also applied successfully for 3D path planning of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles [7] .
Related Works
The common global approach to solve path planning problem utilizes harmonic functions for automated vehicle navigation. In this approach, obstacles act as current sources that produce high potentials, whereas the goal acts as a sink that poses the lowest potential value. This setup can be model using Dirichlet boundary conditions. Once the potential values in each point of the environment are obtained, the standard Gradient Descent Search (GDS) can be executed for path finding by descending the gradient of the harmonic potentials from higher values (start point) to the lowest potential value (goal point) [2] .
In the previous studies, the harmonic potentials were obtained by employing the classical Gauss-Seidel (GS) [2] and standard Successive Over-relaxation (SOR) [8] iterative methods, where it was shown that SOR clearly outperformed GS method. Later, Saudi and Sulaiman [9] developed faster technique by combining SOR method with half-sweep [5, 6] red-black strategy.
The main challenge faced in the previous works was the immense amount of computational requirement when very large environment was involved. In this paper, we present the application of the two-stage HSAM method to compute the harmonic potentials. HSAM method is very suitable for parallel implementation since it involves the computation of two independent systems. It improves the execution time of the existing Arithmetic Mean (AM) method [10, 11] by drastically reducing the amount of computation by employing half-sweep iteration approach. Previously, HSAM method was successfully applied on one-dimensional space problem to solve Poisson equation [12] , linear Fredholm integral equation [13] and Composite 6-Point Closed Newton-Cotes Quadrature Algebraic Equation [14] . In this study, the proposed HSAM considered two-dimensional space problem. For performance comparison purposes, the classical GS and the full-sweep variant of AM method were also considered.
Arithmetic Mean Methods
Given 2D Laplace's equation defined as
with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Obstacles(including inner and outer walls) and the goal point are set with constant high potentials and lowest potential values, respectively. When Eq.
(1) is applied to model the distribution of potential values in the environment for path planning problem, it often results in large linear system with sparse coefficient matrix. Most often, iterative method is employed to solve such large and sparse linear system. The standard five-point finite difference formula to approximate Eq. (1) is given as
In [15] , the environment grid is rotated by 45 o , thus the rotated five-point finite difference formula is obtained and defined as
(3) Accordingly, these two approximation equations (2) and (3) can be used to develop the full-sweep and half-sweep iterative schemes, respectively. The corresponding portion of computational grids about point (i, j) for full-sweep and halfsweep iteration are shown in Figure 1 The Gauss-Seidel (GS) iterative scheme for Eq. (2) can be written as [16] ,
The above Eq. (4) is used to develop GS iterative method.
To accelerate the computation, a weighted parameter wis used to obtain the iterative schemes for full-sweep and half-sweep, and defined as [17] ,
The two equations (5) and (6) are then used to develop the AM and HSAM methods, respectively. When these finite difference approximation equations are applied to Eq. (1), it will result in a large and sparse linear system that can be stated in matrix form as Au = b (7) Where A and b are known, and u is unknown. We can express the matrix A = (aij) as the matrix sum A = L + D + U (8) Where matrix D = diag{a11, a22, ..., ann},L and U are strictly lower and upper triangular matrices, respectively.
AM is a two-stage iterative method and its iterative process involves of solving two independent systems such as ^ ( 1) and ^(
2) . With a weighted parameter w, the general iterative scheme for AM method is obtained and defined as
This iterative method (9) is convergent for 0 <w< 2. An identical proof is provided in [10] . The optimal value ofw can be obtained by conducting several experiments to find the least iterations to converge. We assume that the values of matrices D, L and Uare determined, as illustrated in Figure 1 . The implementations of AM and HSAM methods are described in Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively. In both algorithms, the two-step iteration procedures at Level 1 and 2 and matrix sum at Level 3 are repeatedly carried out until the specified convergence requirement ‖ ( +1) − ( ) ‖ < is satisfied, where is the convergence criterion. The iteration processes in Level 1 and 2 are execution in forward sweep and reverse order, respectively. During the iteration process, only non-occupied nodes are computed. All other occupied nodes (by obstacles or inner and outer walls) are skipped. To obtain the harmonic functions, the algorithm is performed explicitly until the convergence criterion is satisfied. With AM method, all nodes in the problem domain will be considered, see Figure  2 (a). Whereas for HSAM method, only black nodes are considered during the iteration process, the remaining white nodes are calculated after the convergence using direct method [15] , as shown in Figure 2 
The Path Planning Simulation
The path planning simulation is designed in virtual static environment using the considered algorithms. Two static indoor maps that cover an area of 270 x 270 and 290 x 290 are used to represent the virtual environment of Case 1 and Case 2, respectively. The two maps contain various shapes of obstacles including inner and outer boundary walls. Different initial potential values are assigned to the obstacles, goal point and non-occupied nodes. Nodes occupied by obstacles (including inner and outer walls) and goal point are set high potential values and lowest potentials, respectively. Random values are assigned to all non-occupied nodes. The experiments are conducted on a machine with an Intel i3 2100 CPU running at 3GHz clock. The simulation begins by using the considered methods to compute the harmonic potentials of the virtual environment. For AM variants, the optimal weighted value of w is obtained by conducting several runs of experiments until it gives the least number of iterations. The iteration processes for computing the harmonic potentials continue until the convergence criterion is satisfied. The convergence criterion must be set to a very small error tolerance, i.e. = 1.0 −15 , since lower precision is not sufficient to avoid flat area in the resulting harmonic potential values. After the harmonic potentials of the environment are obtained, the required path from start to the specified goal point can be traced using the standard GDS. The GDS simply repeatedly moves to the next node with lower potential value until the goal point with the lowest potential value is found out. The implementation of path planning algorithm is described in Algorithm 3. Table 1 shows the performance of the considered methods in computing the harmonic potentials, in terms of iteration counts and CPU time. Based on this table, it is shown that the proposed HSAM method clearly outperforms the GS and AM methods. The AM method performs much better than the standard GS method, where the iteration counts and CPU time are reduced by approximately 95% and 87%, respectively. The proposed HSAM method gives the best performance. In comparison to AM method, it reduces the iteration counts and CPU time by approximately 32% and 56%, respectively.
Results and Discussion
After the convergence of the considered methods, the obtained harmonic potential values are then utilized to find path from start to the specified goal point using GDS. Figures  3 and 4 illustrate the resulting generated paths for Case 1 and 2, respectively. The corresponding GREEN and RED dots are used to represent the start and goal points. From these figures, it is proven that the path planning algorithm is capable of generating smooth and safe paths from several different start and goal points. The algorithm is also very robust, since it capable of navigating the narrow corridor and small area in the corner.
Conclusion
In this paper, the great potential of the two-stage HSAM iterative method in computing the harmonic functions for application in path planning problem is presented. The proposed HSAM method had significantly improved the overall performance of the path planning algorithm in terms of execution time and its capability in generating paths in open space, narrow corridor and small corner. Both AM variants are suitable for parallel implementation since they possess two systems that can be calculated at Level 1 and 2 independently.
For future work, the path planning algorithm will be tested in higher dimensional space and dynamic environment. More advanced iterative methods such as the combination of AM variants with block iteration and quarter-sweep concept will also be examined. 
